Featuring OUTLANDER series Scottish Gaelic Language consultant ÀDAMH Ó BROIN

The Scottish Cultural Centre and the Vancouver Gaelic Society present:

OUTLANDER CEILIDH EVENING
Monday, October 23 7pm
Scottish Cultural Centre, 8886 Hudson Street, Vancouver

Àdhamh Ó Broin, Gaelic Language consultant for Sony Pictures' Outlander gives a lively
interactive talk about Scottish Gaelic language used in the television series followed by a
Scottish ceilidh. Outlander series set in Gaelic Scotland is based on the immensely popular
books by Diana Gabaldon. Scottish Gaelic is a delightful minority language still alive around
the world mainly in Scotland and Nova Scotia, and locally British Columbia has a deep history
of fluent native gaelic speakers and community.
A WAULKING the CLOTH (aka Milling Frolic) demonstration follows as seen in the series.
Gaelic work songs used to prepare the cloth are sung at a long table to a beating rhythm. Led by
Bean Taighe (Woman of the House) Robyn Carrigan, instruction will be provided and all are
welcome to participate at the table.
Àdhamh Ó Broin will perform Gaelic songs and music along with other members of the Scottish
Gaelic community. Refreshments available.
Àdhamh Ó Broin a writer, musician and fluent Scottish Gaelic learner from Cowal in Argyll, he is the
first person to raise a family of native speakers of his local Gaelic dialect in 80 years. Àdhamh runs his
own consultancy business for all manner of Gaelic language solutions; from film & TV, to translation,
tuition, MC, community projects and cultural experiences for visitors to Scotland. He lives in Glasgow
with his wife and four children. www.adhamhobroin.scot
OUTLANDER CEILIDH EVENING
Monday, October 23
Door: 6:45pm Start: 7pm
Tickets: $15
Caledonian Hall, Scottish Cultural Centre, 8886 Hudson Street, Vancouver
Info: scottishculturalcentre.com or outlandervancouver@gmail.com
Tickets available at the door and through https://www.eventbrite.ca
Lean gu dlùth ri cliù do shinnsir (Follow closely the traditions of your ancestors)
This event is being held on unceded Coast Salish Territory, in particular that of the xʷməθkʷəy̓ əm (Musqueam)

